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Company Presentation

CoOllOok Orion™ and its History

The CoOllOok Orion™ Holding is a French company registered with the Paris
Commercial Court. We design and manufacture luxury items for individuals
and businesses. Our collections are ultra-limited, certified, and authenticated
on the Blockchain.

Helmi Trabelsi founded CoOllOok Orion™ in
2021 to bring beauty and emotion to this
world by o�ering works full of sensuous
detail. Our creations are prestige objects
made with the most precious element,
gold. We want our creations to touch the
hearts of those who contemplate these
treasures. We also wanted to ensure the
authenticity of our works by turning to
the world of Web 3.

Helmi Trabelsi o�ering the 1st “Deșteaptă-te!” Coin
to  Beniamin Mincu (CEO MultiversX) at X-Day. Paris, 2022.

At CoOllOok Orion™ we o�er you unparalleled
expertise and experience in the conception of
such works. We make no concessions
regarding the originality and quality. Every
detail matters. Parts of the artist's life and soul
have been transferred into his creations. Each
piece must be unique in order to be seen,
touched and recognized by everyone around.
Each piece of art is limited, and comes with its
own serial number and certificate of
authenticity in the form of an NFT. A second
animated NFT is delivered in order to show
and explain to the people we care about, the

digital existence of each physical work. We call this: Phygital.

You can find all our products on our website www.coollookorion.com.
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Phygital Art Concept

The Phygital Art concept is at the heart of our artistic approach, which aims to
create a connection between the real world and the virtual world. We combine
physical and digital elements to bring our works to life. The use of a luxurious
and tangible physical object allows the general public to better understand
the Web 3 components linked to them.

Our collections are elegant, poetic and rich in emotion; creating a natural
bond with people.

To conclude, Phygital Art allows us to integrate interactions into our creations.
You will have the opportunity to discover unique experiences, specially
designed for each work.

CoOllOok Orion™‘s Team

Helmi Trabelsi
Founder, CEO

& Artist

Florian Libé
COO, Head
Strategy &

Development

Jihène Ben Chedli
Director of client

Services

📧coolnft@coollookorion.com

@HelmiMHT

📧strategy.development@
coollookorion.com

@TAQpolymerase__

Florian L

📧coolnft@coollookorion.com
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Simplified Business Model

Revenue

CoOllOok Orion™ is a company that creates and sells collections of prestigious
physical works associated with their own NFTs (authenticity certificates and 3D
animations). Our products are aimed at a clientele of collectors and Web3
project enthusiasts. Our creations are available for purchase on our website
www.coollookorion.com.
CoOllOok Orion™ also works with its partners to create physical works inspired by
their universe. These creations can be used to reward a community, o�er
physical objects associated with digital creations, or be part of the
merchandising of movies, video games, comics, etc.
CoOllOok Orion™ plans to create daughter companies, including in events and
entertainment. More information to come in 2023.
The company's revenue is generated from the direct sales of our works, design
contracts for our partners, and 50% of the profits from our subsidiaries.

Distribution of Profits

Profits are calculated at the end of each year and will be distributed as follows:

Find more information on page 6 for Super CoOl Investor, page 7 for Hall of
Fame and page 18 for Strategic fund.
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Investors: Three Opportunities

To support and contribute to the development of CoOllOok Orion™, we o�er three
investment opportunities: the SCI (Super CoOl Investor) status, the CoOl
Investor status, and annual qualifications for the Hall of Fame, reserved for
the most prestigious investors.

As an investor, you will be able to benefit from 30% of the annual profits of the
CoOllOok Orion™ Holding, divided into 15% for the SCI Pack, 10% for the CoOl
Investor, and 5% for the Hall of Fame.
The company is divided into 67,650 shares: 1 share for each CoOl Investor NFT
and 34 shares for each NFT SCI.

Overview of Opportunities
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First Opportunity:  Super CoOl Investor Pack

Any buyer of a SCI Transition Pack will receive the status of Super CoOl
Investor and will receive a unique SCI NFT specific to the chosen Pack's serial
number.

As a SCI, you are invited to participate in the company's decision-making
process and contribute financially to its growth. You will also receive a 15%
share of the company's annual profits, distributed to all 300 SCI NFT holders.

The SCI status can be acquired through the purchase of a "SCI Collection
Transition" pack on our online store or by acquiring a SCI NFT on the
secondary market (such as marketplaces or peer-to-peer).

As a Super CoOl Investor, you will be at the forefront of supporting and
actively participating in the development of our company. We aim to provide
you with the best possible experience as a valued member of our community.

We have created a limited release of 300 Super CoOl Investor packs, with 280
available for public purchase and 20 reserved for future partnerships and
CoOllOok Orion™ events.
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Becoming a Super CoOl Investor  will grant you the following benefits:

1. 15% of CoOllOok Orion™'s annual profits will be distributed to the holders of
the SCI NFT, paid out in eGld to the corresponding erd addresses.

2. A unique SCI NFT, numbered based on the serial number of the Pack
you have chosen. This serves as both a collectible and proof of your
membership in the exclusive group of Super CoOl Investors. It grants
you 34 shares of the company,

3. 72H early access to pre-sales of our upcoming collections, available
exclusively for you, before opening to the general public.

4. A seat on the Council and the right to vote, allowing you to participate
in the decision-making process at CoOllOok Orion™

5. 30% discount on all items in our online store.

6. The price of the SCI Transition Pack will gradually double over time
based on the remaining number available in the store.

Become a SCI:

➢ Go to our website:
https://www.coollookorion.com/fr/accueil/28-collection-transition.html

➢ Select SCI Transition Pack,
➢ Purchase at least 1 SCI Pack,
➢ Claim Your NFT by opening a ticket on our website or directly on our

discord,
➢ Congratulations, YOU ARE Super CoOl Investor!
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Second opportunity: CoOl Investor

If you are interested in investing in CoOllOok Orion™ but the SCI status seems
beyond your budget, we have a solution for you!
The CoOl Investor NFT (Semi-Fungible Token) is an a�ordable opportunity that
allows anyone to become a shareholder in CoOllOok Orion™, regardless of the
size of their portfolio.
We will release a total of 6765 CoOl Investor NFTs during a mint event, which
will be divided equally among the tokens, representing a share of 10% of the
company.

As a CoOl Investor, you will benefit from the following advantages:

1. 10% of CoOllOok Orion's annual profits will be paid in eGld to the ERD
addresses holding the CoOl Investor NFT,

2. A CoOl Investor NFT proving that you are a shareholder of the company.
Grants you 1 share of CoOllOok Orion,

3. 24H early access to pre-sales of our upcoming collections before public
sales.

4. A voting right allowing you to express your opinion in CoOllOok Orion's
decision-making process, proportional to the number of NFTs you hold.

5. For the 680+ NFT holders, a seat on the Council, allowing you to
participate in the decision-making process at CoOllOok Orion™

Become a CoOl Investor

➢ Participate in the CoOl Investor NFT mint
➢ Or, buy a CoOl Investor NFT on the secondary market
➢ Congratulations, YOU ARE CoOl Investor!
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Third Opportunity: Hall of Fame

"Happy Hall of Fame, may the odds be ever in your favor!"

The Hall of Fame is an annual qualification that rewards our most devoted
investors! The goal is to create competition within the community but also to
boost the secondary market for our collections.
IMPORTANT: Only SCI holders with at least 1 product from all our collections
can be part of the Hall of Fame.
For example: in 2023, owning our 5 inaugural collections will make you a Hall
of Fame member. To REMAIN in the Hall of Fame, in 2024 you must buy all the
new collections.

In theory, 300 people can be part of the Hall of Fame, but in practice, there will
be far fewer. This number is limited by the amount of SCI NFTs available on the
market AND decreases over time due to the competition (each SCI NFT you
possess is one less potential competitor).

The benefits of being in the Hall of Fame are:

- 5 lucky members will WIN 1%, EACH, of the annual profits of CoOllOok
Orion™ Holding,

- Each year, Hall of Famers will receive an additional exclusive physical
Hall of Fame 20XX Edition bonus collection,

- A unique and numbered NFT from the annual Hall of Fame 20XX Edition
distributed to all qualifying members.

Being Part of Hall Of Fame

To be eligible to attend the 2023 Hall of Fame celebration, you must have at
least one of each of the following items in your wallet:

- NFT of authenticity of the The Whales Golden Coin collection ,
- SCI NFT of Pack SCI: Collection Transition,
- NFT LifeChanger from the collection LifeChanger Black Edition,
- NFT of authenticity of the collection LifeChanger Gold Edition.
➢ Congratulations, YOU ARE in the Hall of Fame!

Notes:
When other collections get released, we will communicate and modify this
Whitepaper.
Unlike the SCI status, there is no rewards benefit to owning multiple
collections, you will have the same rewards with a single collection.
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Voting Rights & Creation of the Council

To encourage motivated people to get involved in the world of CoOllOok Orion™
and fully benefit from our rewards system, we have decided to reward our most
distinguished members with exclusive privileges.

Hall of Fame members, SCI members and CoOl Investor NFT holders will now
be able to actively participate in the life of our community through a voting
right that allows them to take part in decisions that impact the community and
choose the best solutions. To vote, simply go to our partner website,
PeerMe.io, which will ensure that your right to vote is respected and protected.

In addition, we plan to create a Council accessible via our Discord. This
Council will bring together Hall of Fame members, 680+ CoOl Investor NFT
holders and team members. It will be a workspace and development area
where we can define strategies for CoOllOok Orion and its direction.
These exclusive privileges will encourage those motivated to get more involved
in our exciting world and fully enjoy everything it has to o�er.
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Our Collections

At CoOllOok Orion™, we're all about celebrating, detailing and surpassing oneself.
That's why we've (so far) given birth to 7 collections, each pushing the
boundaries of the previous.

We pour rich artistic and sentimental value into every piece, a touch of
exception and emotion you can feel in your own hands. Naturally we chose
24-carat gold.

Not only is each piece of art unique, we take great pride and e�ort designing
an equally beautiful box to showcase your treasure.

Our collections are the result of long hours of exhaustive and meticulous
artistic work and design. This is why all pieces have 2 proofs of authenticity.
The first proof is the NFT of authenticity, sent upon receipt. The second, is
available by scanning the NFC chip inside the box of each piece (future
secrets to be announced!).

Our original limited edition collections are as follows:

● The Whales Golden (1000 pièces)
● Pack SCI Transition (300 packs) including :

○ Will You Maiar Me? (300 pièces)
○ The autonomous Banking Card (300 pièces)
○ Deșteaptă-te! (300 pièces)

● LifeChanger :
○ Black Edition
○ Gold Edition
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OG’s Collection: The Whales Golden Coin (1000 pieces)

Creator’s Words

The Whales Golden Coin (TWGC) is the very first PhyGital Art work by CoOllOok
Orion™. An artistic tribute to the eGLD early adopters, founders and pioneers of
the greater Elrond Network (now MultiversX) community.

The limited edition of 1000 pieces, accompanied by its two NFTs, is the first step
in a vast creative project.

We admire the determination and ambition of MultiversX and its community.
That's why we created a coin that reflects the precision and elegance of the
work done by this ecosystem’s amazing team. This coin was created so that
every member of the MultiversX community can feel proud to be part of this
adventure and contribute to its success. It celebrates a sense of community
and belonging to a united family.

Each of The Whales Golden Coins has its own serial number, numbered from 1
to 1000.
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Advantages
TWGC is the collection of the real OG's.
Below highlights the benefits to early birds; the very first holders of our
inaugural collection:

1. The Whales Golden Coins have tiered pricing as stock supply depletes.
As the coins are purchased and become more scarce,the price increases each
tier of 100 coins sold. Each tier’s selling-out will trigger the next tier and a price
increase to a maximum of 360€ (x2 of starting price), until all 1,000 are sold out!

2. Rewards (eGld, NFT, physical goods, etc) will be distributed by lottery to
holders of lucky random serial numbers. These awards will be distributed at
the release of each new collection and during possible partnerships. Please
keep both the NFT Certificate of Authenticity and the coin, they will be very
useful in future events.

3. 48H prior access and a limited discount to the pre-sale of CoOllOok Orion™
collections before the public sale.

4. Benefits negotiated with our partners in their respective projects. (ex:
NFT, Tokens, Whitelists, etc)

5. The Whales Golden Coin and its NFT of authenticity can be presented at
CoOllOok Orion™ future events to receive goodies and other surprises!

6. VIPs, first supporters in 2021 and greatest CoOllOok Orion™'s contributors,
get 25% discount on purchases made in our store www.coollookorion.com for
life!

Become a Real OG

➢ Go to our website:
https://www.coollookorion.com/fr/accueil/23-the-whales-golden-coin.ht
ml

➢ Choose the N or S Series The Whales Golden Coin,
➢ Purchase at least 1 coin,
➢ Receive your coin, then return to the website, or on our Discord, open a

ticket and claim your NFT,
➢ Go to our Discord and claim your special "OG holder" status (optional),
➢ Congratulations! You are a real OG!
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The LifeChanger Collection

Details of the LifeChanger experience will be shared on our
Discord in time.

Creator’s Words

The rebranding from Elrond Network to MultiversX was a paradigm shift. An
opportunity for us to create a new experience with our brand new collection
and to create an unparalleled community experience.

To commemorate this historic transition to MultiversX, CoOllOok Orion™ has
created a collection symbolizing parallel worlds inherent to the concept of the
multiverse. Two editions demonstrating how an individual can have 2 di�erent
lives in parallel universes. They are the symbol and physical manifestation of
all life’s changes.

LifeChanger Black Edition is a piece full of surprises, playing with colors,
perspectives and universes. If one day you get lost in this multitude of
universes, this coin will be your guiding star in the night...
It is limited to a maximum of X pieces (TBD) and only the luckiest ones will get
it through the mint.

LifeChanger Gold Edition represents stability. This edition’s value does not
change from one universe to another. Owning one, will give you a chance to
win one of the Golden Vouchers! It is here to extend the experience without
altering the rarity of the Black Edition.
It is limited to X pieces (TBD.

Welcome to the multiverse! We hope you will enjoy your journey through these
fascinating and varied parallel universes.
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The LifeChanger Experience

The CoOllOok Orion™ "LifeChanger" collection is an opportunity for us to create a
new experience for the community. We have created a rare work that is not
based solely on its limited quantity, but on the chance to own it. Its all-gold
variant will awaken the most playful of you.
This is the first time one of our collections is linked to the mint of an NFT. We
have also set up a long-term experience that pays holders in eGld through
staking a portion of the mint's funds

X LifeChanger NFTs (TBD) will be mintable. The following rewards will be
distributed between all the holders:

➔ X “LifeChanger Black Edition" coins awarded randomly,
➔ X "LifeChanger Gold Edition" coins awarded randomly,
➔ 80% of the staking rewards of the eGld used for this mint (the remaining

20% will go into CoOllOok Orion™'s strategic fund).
➔ 5€/NFT discount on the purchase price of the "LifeChanger Gold

Edition" in our shop.

The funds collected from the mint of the LifeChanger NFT will be used as
follows:

To summarize, this experience is a win for all participants thanks to the
guaranteed staking rewards, the chances to win unique coins, and the
discount on the price of the "LifeChanger Gold Edition".
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SCI Pack:  Transition Collection (300 packs)

By purchasing a Transition collection SCI Pack, you become an SCI!

This already highly sought after collection is an ode to MultiversX's greatest
milestones; an opportunity for investors to obtain SCI status and be part of
the CoOllOok Orion™ adventure.

CoOllOok Orion™ is proud to help usher in an exciting new era with the Transition
Collection. Rich in powerful emotions filled with hope for a brighter future;
specifically tailored and designed for the most die hard Elrond lovers. Your
very own piece of history, to symbolize an era of transition. Celebrating
Elrond’s evolution into the MultiversX ecosystem; while simultaneously
representing CoOllOok Orion™’s metamorphosis into the web3 space. From the
packaging to its contents, every detail is finely crafted with precision, vivid
symbolism and deep intrigue.

The Transition Collection includes 5 elements including 3 works of art. Each
celebrating a milestone of Elrond’s history. This is our flagship collection. The
ultimate package for building that primal bond we strive to create with those
around us.

Super CoOl Investors are distinguished (Better recognize fool!). That's why we
have created exclusive items, only for SCI owners. Elite decorative pins will be
issued to SCI owners, which they can wear to CoOllOok Orion™ events. They will
also have a NFC card to present at events, entitling them to a V.I.P experience.
3 exclusive collections have been designed in only 300 pieces and exclusively
for the SCI pack. Finally, you will be able to ask for personalized NFTs of The
Autonomous Banking card with the serial number you choose.
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The Autonomous Banking Collection (300 pieces)

The Autonomous Banking card will be produced exclusively for the SCI pack.

Creator’s Words

The MultiversX team (formerly known as Elrond), announced long ago their will
to revolutionize the world of payments and banking. They are bringing to the
world their very own debit card, which is eagerly anticipated by fans and the
community.

CoOllOok Orion™’s TAB collection is our artist's vision of high-end elite bank
cards. This card plays with your senses: preemption, sight and touch. Your
payment card becomes a collector item and an object of desire. A privileged
experience with a 24-carat gold-plated card and its own integrated NFC chip.

This blank NFC chip will allow you to play with the many possible uses of NFC
technology, which you can couple to this card. Open your car? Insert your
business card? Its utility is up to you!
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The Will You Maiar Me Collection (300 pieces)

The Will You Maiar Me collection will be produced exclusively for the SCI pack.

Creator’s Words

The Maiar wallet has been designed with the aim of protecting eGld holders.
Protecting the ones we love is a very strong feeling inside us all. We want you to
explore this visceral feeling we all seek out, through this beautiful piece.

“Will You Maiar Me” is already established and recognized as a collector’s item.
Encompassing the beauty and raw emotion inherent to the truest moments in
life; just like when you propose to your wife. This is your chance to declare your
love! It is a MASSIVE collection, 6cm diameter at 106 grams, that you will hold in
your hands. Countless details have been integrated into this coin that shines
bright like a diamond.
This collection’s playful feeling is like that of 2 people falling in love for the first
time. No one is immune to its charm. Will you be able to use its full potential?
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The “Deșteaptă-te!” Collection (300 pièces)

The "Deșteaptă-te!" collection will be produced exclusively for the SCI pack.

Creator’s words

This coin is the last in the Transition collection. It is the apotheosis, the final
fireworks, the icing on the cake, the conclusion of an era that gives way to a
new era. Just like the transition from Elrond Network to MultiversX, The
"Deșteaptă-te!" coin has to be bigger, heavier and more impressive than all the
others!

This piece celebrates the completion of a job done by Beniamin Mincu and his
team. On one side of the coin is the face of the founder of MultiversX and on
the other side is a crowd of people celebrating and supporting this incredible
project.

This piece is the jewel of the Transition collection. It is the "must-have" of all the
people who are part of this great family that is MultiversX.
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Creation of a Strategic Crypto Fund

We will proceed, at the beginning of 2023, to the creation of a strategic crypto
fund.
This fund will have the objective of ensuring that the CoOllOok Orion™ Holding
Company is as fiscally robust as possible.

The strategic crypto fund will be fed in two ways. First, 25% of the annual
profits of the CoOllOok Orion™ Holding will be put back into this fund. Second, all
projects that o�er staking rewards to our holders, contribute 20% of rewards
to the fund. In order to ensure the fund’s integrity and it’s resilience versus
inflation, the reserve will be composed of: BTC, stable coins, real Gold and
eGld.
Finally, investments will ensure the sustainability of the company. We will invest
in other companies and in real estate
Thus everyone who invests in our products, naturally contributes to the
long-term support and stability of CoOllOok Orion™.
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Our $CoOl Token

$CoOl is the token created by CoOllOok Orion™.

The creation of the $CoOl token was conceived to o�er our community and
partner communities the possibility of participating in future CoOllOok Orion™
events. Its usefulness will be revealed as the company develops. We are
proceeding with its distribution today, in order to set up the next events...
The $CoOl token is not intended to be a speculative token. Its value must
remain negligible and properly distributed among the members of our
communities.

Thanks to the CoOlBonding concept, each order placed exclusively on the
coollookorion.com website comes with a distribution of $CoOl tokens to you.

In the future, we want you to benefit from the distribution of tokens from other
partner projects through the CoOlBonding concept.

You can also own $CoOl tokens through periodic promotional actions that we
will carry out on social networks with our partners and sponsors.
Finally, you can receive $CoOl tokens on all social networks and Discord
community groups as a reward for your support.
Here is the desired distribution:

The total amount of $CoOl is 7,778,742,049. We want 90% of the tokens to belong
to the community. A portion is kept and blocked-o� by the company, for
security.
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History and Planned Development
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Our Partnerships

As previously stated in our business model, a portion of our revenue comes
from our partnerships. CoOllOok Orion™ o�ers its expertise to clients and
partners who request it. We can work on the design and manufacture of your
very own collectibles.

New strategic partnerships will be forged as we grow. These strategic
partnerships will be formed for sponsorship objectives, marketing
development, community development and joint actions.

An a�liate link is assigned to each strategic partner. This o�ers 10%
commission on all purchases made through this link. And any customer using
an a�liate link will also receive a 10% discount.

Here is the current list of our partners:

Demiourgos
Holdings
NFT Film
Company

E-Compass
Data

aggregator
on

MultiversX
ecosystem

Gaupa Labs
supply chain
management
software and
blockchain
technology

Fame
Crypto-based

gamified social
media platform

Corporate Sponsorship

We are proud to support charitable organizations each year through a 2%
donation of our annual net profits. These donations are split between an
organization chosen by the founders and another selected by the Council.
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They Loved It!

Already 1 year has passed since the release of our first collection The Whales
Golden Coin, here is a mosaic we designed with your most beautiful photos❤
Thank you for your support and your participation!
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Official Links (stay safe)

*Website :
- https://www.coollookorion.com/
- https://www.cooltoken.io
- https://www.coollookorion.holdings

*Discord :
- https://discord.gg/coollookorion

*Twitter :
- https://twitter.com/CoOllOokOrion
- https://twitter.com/Web3cool
- https://twitter.com/HelmiMHT
- https://twitter.com/TAQpolymerase__

*Facebook:
- https://www.facebook.com/coollookorion.o�cial
- https://www.facebook.com/coollookorion.founder

*Linked-in:
- https://www.linkedin.com/in/coollook-orion-founder/
- https://www.linkedin.com/company/coollook-orion-holding

*Instagram:
- https://www.instagram.com/coollookorion/
- https://www.instagram.com/trabelsihelmi78/

*Youtube :
- https://www.youtube.com/c/CoOllOokOrion/featured

*Telegram :
- https://t.me/CoOllOokOrion

*Elrond Social Media :
- https://inspire.art/@coollookorion
- https://egld.community/MHT/
- https://egld.community/projects/coollook/
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